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SECTION 1 

Q1 Mostly answered well. 
Learners lost a mark if they failed to mention that the player concerned must 
leave the court. 

Q2 No Action, well answered. 

Q3 Well answered, very incorrect answers. 

Q4 Mostly answered well. Learners must take care to award a throw in when the 
ball is out of court and not a free pass.  

Q5 There was some variance in the response to this question. Learners must take 
care when selecting the rule for this question. A number of marks were lost 
because the rule was not complete or incorrect. 
The infringement by the centre player is mentioned in ‘controlling the centre 
pass’ also so half marks were awarded for adding this rule.  
Common mistakes were ‘setting the centre pass’ or ‘procedures at a centre 
pass’, neither of which appear in the rule book. 

Q6 No Action, well answered. 

Q7 Mostly answered well. Rule was correctly identified but mistakes were made 
in the setting of the free pass. No infringement is broken until the GA catches 
the ball so the pass is taken from where this player was standing. 

Q8 There was some variance in the response to this question. Learners must take 
care when selecting the rule for this question. Answers such as ‘shooting the 
ball’ were not sufficient for a mark to be awarded.  
Marks were lost were for not mentioning that the goal would be disallowed. 
Setting the free pass would be outside the circle. 

Q9 No Action, well answered. 

 

Section 1 was very well answered and in most cases and some very high marks were 

achieved. Only slight errors were identified on certain specific details outlined; ie, player to 

leave the court, as mentioned above, would have enabled full marks in a number of papers. 

 

 

 

 

 



Questions 10 to 12 

Q10 This question was very well answered in most cases. No common errors 
 

Q11 Mostly answered well. Marks were lost on this question by Learners stating 
two of the same reasons for using the post. The distinction of ‘to recover the 
ball’ was needed for the second mark to be awarded. 

Q12 There was some variance in the response to this question. This question 
required two distinct answers for the mark to be awarded. A number and a 
specified Team Official for example the primary care person.  
Further marks were lost as the correct number was either not mentioned or 
was incorrect. 

 

 

 

 

SECTION 2 
 

Q1 Infringement correct in most cases. 
Sanction correct in most cases. 
Reasoning   : Marks lost through insufficient detail   
e.g  a. where the free pass would be awarded specifically 
       b. the marker required more information on what ‘doesn’t disadvantage 
the non-offending team’ meant to the learner. Learners need to suggest the 
scenario may be to do with the other players on the team or where on the 
court the sanction would be awarded. 
A large proportion of learners wasted space in the answer box by appearing to 
write the question out to explain what the infringement was, when all the 
marker requires is the reasoning for awarding either the sanction or to playing 
advantage. 

Q2 Infringement: Dissent with an umpire was not correctly identified in a number 
of answers. 
Sanction        : Mostly answered well but Learners should take care to ensure 
they indicate the possible severity of the verbal comments directed at the 
umpire and award the necessary sanctions accordingly. 
Reasoning     : Marks were lost for insufficient detail and a clear thought 
process in how to deal with this incident. The previous behaviour of the player 
should be considered as to how best proceed with the incident and a 
considered decision is needed when dealing with a high adrenaline episode on 
the court at this stage in the game. 



A clear and structured response was needed to indicate that a calm, 
thoughtful and decisive decision would be made with all prior behaviours 
considered. 
Holding time is essential to at least retrieve the ball and to give the umpire 
time to think. 

Q3 Infringement: A number of Learners referred to the ‘stoppages’ rule which is 
when an injury time is called, this is as the game is about to restart after an 
interval. 
Sanction: Correct sanction awarded but Learners must include that the player 
is required to leave the court. 
Reasoning: There is no opportunity to play advantage in this scenario so time 
was wasted in giving reasons for considering this. The player has entered the 
court late so must be made to leave as per the rules of the game. 
The Learner must state from where the sanction would be awarded to ensure 
full marks are awarded. 

Q4 Infringement: Care needs to be taken to ensure all rules that may apply here 
are mentioned. No other versions were accepted other than ‘conditions for’ 
and ‘delaying play’ (unfair play). 
Sanctions: Mostly answered well but care should be taken to not rely on 
stating ‘game management’ as a sanction, as this is not specific enough for a 
mark to be awarded. 
Reasoning: To gain all available marks, both scenarios needed to be 
considered. Whether the player deliberately avoided setting the penalty 
correctly or if they simply did not hear what the umpire had said. This 
happens in a game situation so every possibility needed to be reasoned and 
sanctioned accordingly. 

Q5 Infringement: Well answered 
Sanction: Generally well answered, but some Learners read too much into the 
scenario and wanted the player suspended for deliberate or persistent 
contact. 
Reasoning: Where the ball is tipped to is an important factor in this question 
especially when considering whether to play advantage.  
If it was a standard contested situation in the goal circle then the infringing 
player does not need further game management sanctions awarded against 
them, but this would become apparent in an answer when reasoning if the GK 
could be available to chase the tipped ball or to receive a subsequent pass. 

Q6 Infringement: Well answered in most cases. ‘Breaking at a centre pass’ or 
‘organisation at a centre pass’ were not accepted as they do not appear in the 
rule book. 
Sanction: Well answered. 
Reasoning: Learners should take care to include the possible positioning of the 
offending player and how they may interfere with the attacking teams play. 
If learners found the scenario confusing it is recommended that they draw 
where the players may be, as it was clear there were some misunderstandings 
as to where on the court the players were. This meant there was a high 
variance in where learners positioned the sanction.. 

Q7 Infringement: Well answered 



Sanction: Well answered 
Reasoning: Generally well answered. Learner should avoid over thinking the 
question and consider that the infringing player was sanctioned for persistent 
infringing when the question does not mention that.  
Learners should be specific as to where they would set the sanction and 
consider all players involved in the scenario.  

Q8 Infringement: There was a high variance in the response to this question. A 
specific rule needed to be identified but in many cases Leaners listed several 
incorrect options without identifying the correct one. 
Sanction: Learners were not clear in which sanction they would award with a 
high level of variance. 
Reasoning: There is no advantage possible in this scenario and Learners 
wasted time in trying to reason for this. 
Learners were mostly unclear and there was little structure to their answers 
when attempting this. It is possibly sufficient to ask the coach to leave the 
court but asking them to leave the playing area (outside the hall) then this 
could have more of an impact if needed. Not many Learners referred to this so 
they may not have had experience of this. 
Learners could look at the list of the coach’s behaviours and ensure they 
award the correct sanction to the situation. 
Team work and mutual support of between the Umpires should be shown 
here also. 
This scenario needs to be practised and the structure of how to deal with it 
should be clear and progressive in the Umpires understanding of applications.. 

 

Examiners Summary 

The overall pass mark for this paper was 80% which is excellent, and Learners should be 

congratulated on the results of this round of the written assessment. 

Umpire Award Break Down 

Current B Awards, of the 16 learners who sat the paper, 7 were successful in meeting the 

criteria.  This is a pass rate of 44%. 

Current C Awards, of the 39 learners who sat the paper, 35 were successful in meeting the 

criteria. This is a pass rate of 90%. 13 Learners in this group were successful in meeting the 

criteria for the A Award (33%). 

For those Learner who were unsuccessful, it is suggested that they practice clearly 

structuring their responses to questions in section 2. Due to the length of some responses to 

many questions it was difficult to identify the key points for consideration and Learners 

were not methodical in their approach. Learners should keep in mind that it is not always 

the amount they write, but the quality of what is included in their answer.  

Learners should try to provide clear and succinct answers that reflect the procedures 

outlined in the Rules Book. 


